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PPS-A-765
EarthGuard Easy Sand
Polyester Primer Surfacer
EarthGuard Low Shrink Easy Sand Primer Surfacer is ideally suited as a surface coating for
plugs and patterns for composite tooling. This Innovative Air Dry Tooling Primer Surfacer gives
manufacturers the option to rapidly build superior plug surfaces due to its low shrink and ability
to fill surface imperfections, along with easy sanding and simple buff back properties.

Product Data:

---Air Dry Chemistry Rapidly Forms
---High

a Tack Free Surface

Build Primer for Filling Rough Uneven Surfaces

---Excellent
---Rapid

Sprayability with Minimal Shrinkage

Cure Rate Allowing for Quick Sanding

---Buffs Out to a High Gloss

DISCLAIMER: The data on this sheet represents typical values. Since application variables are a major factor in product performance, this information should serve only as a general guide.
Polycryl assumes no obligation or liability for use of this information. UNLESS POLYCRYL AGREES OTHERWISE IN WRITING, POLYCRYL MAKES NOT WARRANTIES, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, AND DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABLILTY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE OR FREEDOM
FROM PATENT INFRINGEMENT. POLYCRYL WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. Your only remedy for any defect in
this product is the replacement of the defective product, or a refund of its purchase price, at our option.
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Product Properties:
Weight/Gallon, Pounds

10.95

MEKP: Norox 925, Luperox DDM-9 or equivalent
Gel Time: 100 g mass

2%
16-20 minutes

Viscosity: LVT #4 spindle @ 6 rpm.

4000 - 6000 cps

Thixotropic Index

4-6

Product Use Instructions:
---Thoroughly mix

the Polycryl Primer in the five gallon container with a proper agitator.

---The Polycryl Primer Surfacer is designed to be applied at a minimum temperature of 65°F,
with the ambient temperature and the part temperature of 65°F or greater.
---The Primer Surfacer can be sprayed with airless, pressure pot, or suction gun/cup equipment.
---The spraying surface should be dry and clean and free from dirt, oil or other contaminants.
---Catalyze the Primer Surfacer with 2% MEKP Catalyst. Polycryl recommends either Norox
925 or Luperox DDM-9.
---Spray the Primer Surfacer with a fine and even mist to a thickness of 8-12 mils. Let the film
breathe for several minutes before applying each additional 8-12 mil layer. Keep a wet line
between layers.
---The Primer Surfacer should be tack free in approximately one hour under normal conditions.
The surface should be ready for sanding approximately two hours after the last layer is
sprayed. Sanding with 220-320 grit paper is a good starting point.
---Wait approximately 8-10 hours after cure before compounding and polishing.
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